
Monthly Meeting and Worship Group Forum 
Response from Orlando Monthly Meeting 
 

How are we maintaining the connectedness and unity of our faith communities in these challenging 
times? How do we continue to “know one another in that which is eternal”? 

Orlando Monthly Meeting began by combining coordinated worship at home with fellowship on 
Zoom. This soon became both worship and fellowship on Zoom. We have consistently reached out 
to invite those less familiar with this technology or reluctant to use it to join us and have seen 
more Friends follow through on these invitations over time. Our calls have also allowed us to 
check in on Friends to overcome isolation, among other needs. Friends in the Orlando area have 
also stayed in touch through our weekly "Quaker Notes" newsletter, our Facebook page, e-mails, 
phone calls, texts, and "snail mail," including notes to Young Friends. We have had more than one 
"newcomer" join worship as a result of communication through the website and through Facebook 
Messenger. We have been able to hold our regular committee meetings, including a clearness 
committee, and a Meeting for Worship with Attention to Business using Zoom. Meeting business 
is going forward and when we disagree, we continue to trust that time, faithful listening, and new 
Light can bring us to unity.  

During this time, members and attenders joined together in holding a Friend in the Light, when he 
was hospitalized with serious pneumonia. He has recovered. As a Meeting, we continue to wrestle 
with inequities, blind spots, and misconceptions that keep us from growing closer to the beloved 
community. Our grants committee and Trustees have helped us to join together in giving at a time 
when that feels very important and we have come to a realization that we need to sit with Spirit 
and with each other in great patience as we discern right order and Spirit’s way forward to serve 
our present and future community. The need for vision has not changed. Listening for new Light 
during worship and listening to really understand what each of us yearns for as we speak, continue 
to be among the ways we know each other in the insights and revelations that transcend time and 
earthly space. 

 

How does the Spirit work within us and our Meetings through these times? What are we learning and 
where are we growing? 
 

It has been a joyful surprise to realize that use of these newer telecommunications empowers us 
to overcome barriers such as distance, physical limitations, or heavy traffic so that Deland and St. 
Augustine Friends can worship with Orlando Friends and vice versa. It’s also been a lovely surprise 
to join an SEYM Worship, Worship Sharing, or other activity and find others from our Meeting are 
“there” with us. In some ways we are worshipping more in the Spirit than ever before, although we 
truly miss breathing and being alongside each other and the healing power of hugs. We are 
learning new technologies, of course, but we are also learning fun things about each other’s homes 
and pets, more in the manner of house worship of earlier Friends. We are also needing to learn 
patience with each other and to beware of disrespecting or feeling superior to those who may be 
less familiar with the current technologies. Knowing how to use some widget on Zoom does not 
automatically make any of us a deeper person spiritually. We are still just beginning to grow in 



understanding how we can be effective allies, creators, and advocates for those suffering the most 
in the present situation. We are learning not to be dismayed by anxiety, depression, or even angry 
impatience, but rather to listen to it as a deep desire for things to be better. Many of us have 
expressed how much our faith and our Quaker way of being is helping us to live bravely and 
lovingly in this new time. We have deeply valued our precious time focused on each other during 
online Meetings. We have just received a new request for Membership of our Meeting.   


